
spa co l lec t ion





Vérité by Barco™

Like the spa professionals who inspired it, 
Vérité by Barco is about transformation. 
Through ultra-soft fabrics that awaken the 
senses. Clean lines and elegant details  
that soothe the spirit. And meticulous 
workmanship that stands the test of time.

The essence of quality and comfort

LANA  /  SVP110-233
pant with zipper front, 2 pockets and elastic back 

arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

ALESSA  /  SVT103-233
moroccan tunic with sculpted neck detail and side slits 

arcDry™     sizes: XS-XXL



LANA  /  SVP110-01
pant with zipper front, 2 pockets 

and elastic back 
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

ADENA  /  SVJ109-01
jacket with 3 pockets, princess seams, 

inverted back pleat and belt 
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL
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women’s collection



BIANCA  /  SVT106-233
short sleeve tunic with 2 pockets, princess seams and  

hidden button placket with contrast bartack detail
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

SAHAR  /  SVJ105-10
short sleeve jacket with 2 pockets, mandarin collar, 

princess seams and zipper front
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

AMIRA  /  SVT107-01
short sleeve tunic with 2 pockets, pleated v-neck detail,  

princess seams and belt 
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

TERRA  /  SVT104-233
tunic top with 2 pockets, mandarin collar  

and contrast bartack detail
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL
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women’s  co l lec t ion



LANA  /  SVP110-10
pant with zipper front, 2 pockets 

and elastic back 
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

MONA  /  SVT102-10
mandarin tunic with ruffle neck

and shirred sleeves 
arcDry™     sizes: XS-XXL
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LANA  /  SVP110-10
pant with zipper front, 2 pockets 

and elastic back 
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

MONA  /  SVT102-10
mandarin tunic with ruffle neck

and shirred sleeves 
arcDry™     sizes: XS-XXL

DONATA  /  SVT101-01
short sleeve polo with 4 buttons

arcDry™     sizes: XS-XXL

TRIA  /  SVT100-233
short sleeve tee with scoop neck 

arcDry™     sizes: XS-XXL

GEMMA  /  SVJ108-10
knit jacket with shawl collar and shirred front 

arcDry™     sizes: XS-XXL

LANA  /  SVP110-01
pant with zipper front, 2 pockets and elastic back 

arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

women’s  co l lec t ion



LUCCA  /  SVP303-10
cargo pant with zipper front, double  

side pockets, pleated knee detail and  
contrast bartack 

arcFlex™     sizes: S-XXL

ENNIO  /  SVT302-10
shirt with side pockets and hidden button  

placket with contrast bartack detail 
arcFlex™     sizes: S-XXL
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men’s collection
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TACCIO  /  SVT300-233
short sleeve tee with crew neck 

arcDry™     sizes: S-XXL

men’s  co l lec t ion

DANTE  /  SVT301-01
short sleeve polo with 3 buttons 

arcDry™     sizes: S-XXL

LUCCA  /  SVP303-10
cargo pant with zipper front, double side pockets,  

pleated knee detail and contrast bartack 
arcFlex™     sizes: S-XXL



arcTechnology™

At Barco, we’re driven to innovate.  
It’s partly because that’s just who we are – 
always reaching for more and always looking 
to advance the industry. But it’s also because 
the people who wear our uniforms want 
comfort and need fabric functionality to 
match work environments that are becoming  
more and more demanding every day. The 
development of arcTechnology™ – Advanced 
Research Clothing™ Technology – is that 
next big idea that blends style, fit, feel and 
performance into a new and higher standard 
that is distinctly Barco’s and uniquely  
suited to our customers.

It’s all about freedom 
and fit. This exclusive 
fabric stretches and 
moves with you, leaving 
you looking and feeling 
your best through even 
the longest shift. 

You’re in control.  
This exclusive fabric’s 
superior moisture- 
wicking properties 
keeps you feeling just 
right, all day.

Looking great has never 
been so effortless.  
Experience for yourself  
our premium easy-care 
fabric with the soil-release 
finish that helps lift the 
most challenging stains.



customization

Brand and personalize your uniforms and 
make them uniquely yours. Barco’s 
customization services give your uniforms 
that flawless finish that will make them 
memorable in every way.
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EngravIng EmbroIDErY



women’s collection

men’s collection

ADENA
SVJ109
jacket with 3 
pockets, princess 
seams, inverted 
back pleat and belt
arcFlex™

sizes: XS-XXL

SAHAR
SVJ105
short sleeve jacket 
with 2 pockets,  
mandarin collar, 
princess seams and 
zipper front
arcFlex™

sizes: XS-XXL

AMIRA
SVT107
short sleeve tunic 
with 2 pockets,  
pleated v-neck 
detail, princess 
seams and belt
arcFlex™

sizes: XS-XXL 

TERRA
SVT104
tunic top with 2 
pockets, mandarin 
collar and contrast 
bartack detail
arcFlex™

sizes: XS-XXL

BIANCA
SVT106
short sleeve tunic 
with 2 pockets, 
princess seams 
and hidden button 
placket with contrast 
bartack detail
arcFlex™

sizes: XS-XXL

LANA
SVP110
pant with zipper 
front, 2 pockets 
and elastic back 
arcFlex™

sizes: XS-XXL

MONA
SVT102
mandarin tunic 
with ruffle neck and 
shirred sleeves
arcDry™

sizes: XS-XXL

GEMMA
SVJ108
knit jacket with  
shawl collar and 
shirred front 
arcDry™

sizes: XS-XXL

TRIA
SVT100
short sleeve tee  
with scoop neck
arcDry™

sizes: XS-XXL

ALESSA
SVT103
moroccan tunic 
with sculpted neck 
detail and side slits
arcDry™ 
sizes: XS-XXL

DONATA
SVT101
short sleeve polo 
with 4 buttons
arcDry™

sizes: XS-XXL
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LUCCA
SVP303
cargo pant with  
zipper front, double 
side pockets,  
pleated knee detail 
and contrast bartack 
arcFlex™

sizes: S-XXL

ENNIO
SVT302
shirt with side 
pockets and hidden 
button placket  
with contrast bart-
ack detail 
arcFlex™

sizes: S-XXL

TACCIO
SVT300
short sleeve tee  
with crew neck 
arcDry™

sizes: S-XXL

DANTE
SVT301
short sleeve polo 
with 3 buttons 
arcDry™

sizes: S-XXL

74% Polyester / 22% rayon / 4% Spandex

100% Polyester

100% Polyester 74% Polyester / 22% rayon / 4% Spandex

NEO
SVA304
unisex apron with  
v-neck, adjustable 
snap neck 
strap, 2 pockets  
and slit front
arcrelease™

size: onE SIzE
available in black only

65% Polyester / 35% Cotton
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women’s 
         
 *XXS XS S M L XL XXL *3XL *4XL *5XL

bust 28-31 31-34 34-37 37-40 40-43 43-46 47-50 51-54 55-58 59-62
waist 19-22 22-25 25-28 28-31 31-34 34-37 38-41 42-45 46-49 50-53
hip 30-33 33-36 36-39 39-42 42-45 45-48 49-52 53-56 57-60 61-64
inseam 30 1/2 31     31 1/2 32     32 1/2 33     33 1/2 34     34 1/2 35    
          
          

men’s 
         
 *XXS *XS S M L XL XXL *3XL *4XL *5XL

neck 12-12 1/2 13-13 1/2 14-14 1/2 15-15 1/2 16-16 1/2 17-17 1/2 18- 8 1/2 19-19 1/2 20-20 1/2 21-21 1/2
chest 27-30 30-33 33-36 36-40 40-44 44-48 48-52 52-56 56-60 60-64
waist 19-22 22-25 25-28 28-32 32-36 3 6-40 40-44 44-48 48-52 52-56
hip 29-32 32-35 35-38 38-41 42-45 46-49 50-53 54-57 58-61 62-65
inseam 30 30 1/2 31 31 1/2 32     32 1/2 33     33 1/2 34     34 1/2
          
          

*custom order at additional charge          

The Barco Fit

WASHING  
Turn garments inside 
out and machine  
wash in cold water 
only with like colors.  
Do not use bleach. 
gently pre-treat stains 
before washing.

DRyING  
It’s best to tumble 
dry garments on low 
heat. For best results, 
immediately hang 
garments on a clothes 
hanger to avoid  
wrinkling.

IRONING  
With our easy care 
fabrics, ironing may 
not be required.  
However, if it is  
necessary, use low 
heat and iron the  
inside of the garment 
to avoid “shine” 
marks on the fabric.

easy care

Barco knows the importance of 
flexibility, movement and comfort. 
That’s why we’re known for “the 
Barco Fit,” an approach to design 
and sizing, perfected over time, 
that ensures your uniform fits 
and flatters.

65% Polyester / 35% Cotton



The Barco Story

For Barco, it’s a never-ending quest  
as we look into the future. Because  
we believe there is always a better  
way. A better fit, a better fiber, a  
better silhouette … just waiting to be  
revealed. It’s this belief that has driven  
countless innovations over the years, 
from breakthrough design to high  
performance fabrics. Barco has not  
only changed the way our customers 
work, we’ve changed the way they  
feel about work. And we think that’s  
a difference worth making.
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LANA  /  SVP110-10
pant with zipper front, 2 pockets 

and elastic back 
arcFlex™     sizes: XS-XXL

TRIA  /  SVT100-10
short sleeve tee with scoop neck 

arcDry™     sizes: XS-XXL

NEO  /  SVA304-01
apron with v-neck, adjustable 

snap neck strap, 2 pockets and slit front
arcrelease™     size: onE SIzE



Barco Uniforms, Inc.  
350 West rosecrans avenue  gardena, California 90248   T 888.770.7856 
spa@barcouniforms.com   

barcouniforms.com


